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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the number of average day that stock price reacts to 

earning announcement for the period 1997–2012 data from the SETSMART database. 

First in this paper, a thorough investigation is done with the help of „event study 

methodology‟ to analyze the average number of day that reach the average of maximum 

cumulative abnormal return and average of minimum cumulative abnormal return after 

the earning announcement. Second, examines the trend of rate of return of each stock 

during pre-event period affect to the number of day to reach the average maximum 

CAR or average minimum CAR of each earning announcement. Third, examines the 

number of day to reach the average maximum CAR and average minimum CAR of 

each earning announcement to each industry in SET, which category into 8 industries. 

Forth, examines that the earning announcement may effect to the investment behavior 

of each investor types, or not. After the studying, I find that the bad news event reach 

the minimum CAR in the average faster than the good news event reach the average of 

maximum CAR. I expected that the study will not only help in developing investors‟ 

awareness regarding stock price sensitivity towards earning announcement, but also 

help to design their investment decision to protect their interest. However, only earning 

announcement is the limitation for study as well. So The investor still need to concern 

and analyst based on other news or information, which will be helped to get more 

efficiency investment planning.    
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 Stock market is the biggest funding source for every company, while it is 

also provide the highest return to the investor too. Anyway, the high return always 

together with high risk too. As we know to earn the highest return you have to buy 

when the price is low as much as possible, and sell it when the price is high as much as 

possible. The movement of the price is depended on the offer and order price from the 

investor in the stock market. So if you understand the investor behavior you may 

predict the movement of price in the stock market. There are many theories that can 

explain about the motivation‟s factor affect to the investor behavior, which one of the 

major motivation is “News”. There are also many kinds of news that can affect to the 

investor behavior i.e. domestic - global economy, political, business, government 

policy, etc. One of the major news that mostly affect to the investor behavior, is its 

own company news i.e. dividend announcement, merging, event, changing in 

management or policy, earning announcement, and etc.  

 We already know that what the motivating investor behavior are which 

lead to next questions. However, we still need to know what direction of price is 

going. They are many researchers that support that we have to know what type of 

news that leads to positive trend or negative trend, which are “good news” and “bad 

news” 

 Even we know the price is going to increase or decrease, but we still do 

not know when it is going to move? So to buy low and sell high many you need to 

know the time too which lead to many research on investment timing or event study. 

For finding the pre-post event to help the investor predict the right time to buy and 

sell. 

 Therefore, based on event study method, we have to focus on the specific 

event to receive the efficient result. Since the SET (stock market exchange of 

Thailand) was open in 1991, and the database has recorded since 1997 which its age is 
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less than 2 decades. So the data sample will be limited to efficient study. I have chosen 

the earning announcement event, which is the one major news that affect to the 

investor behavior and it also has enough event sample too. I also expect that the result 

of study would be the one of measurement to help the investor plan their investment 

plans.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 There are many researches on the study event period. The event study 

methodology to conduct this thesis. It is a standard approach established by Fama et al. 

(1969). Most of them are study on stock return after the specific news items support 

the idea of underreaction, which is defined as average post-event abnormal returns of 

the same sign as event date returns (abnormal or raw).  The main examples include 

signaling events and scheduled news releases. Signaling events include dividend 

initiations and omissions, which are covered by Michaely et al. (1995). They find 

evidence of underreaction. Stock splits could also fall in this category, examined 

recently by Ikenberry and Ramnath (2002), with similar conclusions. Scheduled news 

releases include earnings announcements. The impact of earnings announcements on 

stock prices in US market has been reviewed in many studies. Ball and Brown (1968) 

and Beaver (1968) were the first to study stock prices around earnings announcements. 

Their studies present the evidence that the information contained in quarterly earnings 

do not fully reflect stock prices when they are announced. There are three methods 

commonly used (Benos & Rockinger, 2000). The first method is to use the sign of 

actual EPS to determine good news and bad news. With this method, positive earnings 

per share will be qualified as good news and negative earning will be qualified as bad 

news. The second method is to use the increase of current earnings to those from a 

year ago, where positive (negative) EPS changes are labeled good (bad) news. Third, a 

relevant measure is the analyst‟s forecast error, which equals the reported EPS minus 

the analysts‟ consensus forecast of that year‟s EPS, good (bad) news occur when 

analysts‟ expectations are (not) met. The study by Shenoy & Chauvin, 2000 has 

shown that insiders may manipulate the timing of good news and bad news for their 

interest (Shenoy & Chauvin, 2000) Chenxi Wang and Gerky King Phet (2012) 

construct the third measure and based on earning surprise to sorted companies into 
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three categories: the positive surprise (good news), no surprise and the negative 

surprise (bad news). Their study shows that stock behavior does respond gradually to 

the earnings announcement and the effect of positive earnings surprise on stock price 

lasts longer than that of negative earnings surprise.  

 Based on the literature review to find out the number of day to reach peak 

or bottom of average CAR after the earning announcement, is still never done in stock 

market exchange of Thailand.  
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

3.1 Daily Stock Return  

I collect daily stock in SET data from SETSMART database during 1997 – 

2012. I filter data by keeping only common stock of SET only. However, the table still 

contains holiday data, i.e. Saturday, Sunday or public holiday. There is also has non 

common stock list in the table, so I have to cut those data out. I also calculate the daily 

rate of return and abnormal return for each common stock, and add day trade, which is 

the counting date since the SET was opened. The calculation of common stock rate of 

return as the following: 

100
)(

1

1 








P
PP

R
it

itit

it
   

   

Where Rit   is the rate of return of stock i on day t 

 Pit   is the price of stock i on day t 

 Pit-1 is the price of stock i on day t-1  

 

 

3.2 Earning announcement  

 The earning announcement data also collect from SETSMART database 

during 1997-2012. I focus only on earning announcement on the end of each quarter. 

The result of earning announcement will reflect in earning per shares (EPS) of each 

common stock. However, the earning announcement table does not have EPS on each 

date or event date. I merge earning announcement table with EPS from daily stock 

return table base on matching date trade from both table. Anyway, there are some 

announcement date is on holiday i.e. 31 December. So I have to adjust EPS to be as of 

the closet date trade. Due to the earning announcement is divided into 2 types of 
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events which are quarterly and annually, so I have to classify data into 2 tables, 

quarterly and annually table. Base on my objective, to find the how many days that 

stock abnormal return will reach “peak” (the maximum CAR for each event) or 

“bottom” (the minimum CAR for each event)  after earning announcement, so I have 

to classify event into “good event” and “bad event” for finding “peak” and “bottom” 

respectively. Based on DEGEORGE et al. [1999], “Good news” and “Bad news” were 

classified by comparing EPS at time T with T-1.  For quarterly data, I compare EPS at 

T with EPS at T-4 to cut off the seasonal effect. If EPST is greater than EPST-1, the 

event will be classified as “good news”. So if EPST is less than EPST-1, the event will 

be classified as “bad news”. Each table will have “Event ID” as the key indicator for 

filler. Therefore, there will be 4 earing announcement event tables, (1) quarterly-good 

event, (2) quarterly-bad event, (3) annually-good event, and (4) annually-bad event. 

 

Table 3.1: Number of event sample 

The table will contain with (1) type of earning announcement which are annually, and 

quarterly, (2) type of news which are good or bad news, (3) the number of sample 

event, (4) total event period / amount of days in the studying period 

Type of  
announcement 

Type of 

news 

No. of 

sample 

Event 

Total Event Period / 

amount of days 

Annually 

Good 616 
-40 – 100 / 141 days 

Bad 506 
-40 – 100 / 141 days 

Quarterly 

Good 2714 -40 – 45 / 86 days 

Bad 2459 -40 – 45 / 86 days 
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3.3 Study Event  

 Study event table is conducted from daily stock return table merging with 

each of earning announcement (1) quarterly-good event, (2) quarterly-bad event, (3) 

annually-good event, and (4) annually-bad event).  The study period is set for 86 days 

and 141 days for quarterly event and annually event respectively. So the pre-event 

period is event number -40 to -1 while event number +1 to +100 for annually (+40 for 

quarterly) is post-event period. The event date is set at day zero or ± 0. The reason to 

set pre event and post event is to avoid the intersection period of each event.  Note that 

each event will have only 1 event ID as the indicator. To calculate daily abnormal 

return, we use market adjust return as previous studies (Brown and Warner, (1985)). 

There are no associate important events within the event windows on pre and post 

announcement period Daily abnormal returns are computed as following: 

RRAR mtitit
    

   

Where ARit   is the abnormal return of stock i on day t 

 Rit   is the return of stock i on day t 

 Rmt  is the return of SET index on day t  

I also calculate cumulative abnormal return (CAR) across firms for each 

day by: 

2

1
2,1

t

t
itARCAR tt    

Where  CAR t1, t2 is the cumulative abnormal return for each firm 

between day t1 and day t2 period 

I add event running number start from event period -1 till the end of post 

event to be parts of indicator for finding peak or bottom of each event. 
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3.4 Peak or Bottom Result  

I find “peak” or “bottom” of each event by pick the maximum CAR or 

minimum CAR of each event along with the event running number, which is the 

number of day per each event. I find the average number of day to reach “peak” or 

“bottom” by calculation the average of running number of each result of CAR 

maximum (peak) or minimum (bottom). So the average running number will represent 

the amount of day in the average to reach the maximum CAR or minimum CAR for 

each earning announcement type. 

 

 

3.5 LS-mean Significant Test 

 Since the result from good news and bad news are the numbers of day to 

reach peak and bottom, may have the same LS-mean.  So I have to test that LS-mean 

of good event and LS-mean of bad event is different. 

The null hypothesis is LS-mean of good news = LS-mean of bad news 

If the t-test is significant, it means I can reject the null hypothesis and there is different 

between both LS- mean. 

 

 

3.6 Simple Liner Regression  

 I would like to test that the number of day to reach maximum or minimum 

CAR, has liner relationship with maximum or minimum CAR or not.  
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The model of the regression is  

iiiii
eRNMCAR  )(  

Where 

  MCAR𝒊 is max/min cumulative ab-normal return of event no. i 

  RN𝒊 is Running no. of days of event no. i 

  e𝒊 is the error term of the sample  

 To check the liner regression relationship, I have to set the null hypothesis 

to check that i is equal to zero. 

The null hypothesis is i is equal to zero. 

If the t-test is significant, it means I can reject the null hypothesis and there is a liner 

relationship between RN𝒊 and MCAR𝒊. 

 

 

3.7 Pre-Event Return Effect 

 The objective is to find out the trend of rate of return of each stock impact 

to the number of day to reach the maximum or minimum of CAR of each earning 

announcement type or not. The trend of rate of return of each stock can be classified 

into 2 types which are “positive trend” and “negative trend”.  The classified is base on 

the average return of each stock during the pre-event (event day number -40 to -1) of 

each earning announcement. If the average result is positive sign, the trend of rate of 

return of pre-event will be classified as “positive trend”, therefore if the average result 

is negative sign, it will be classified as “negative trend”. I use this result as the criteria, 

to filer the study event table. I have to find the number of day to reach the maximum 

CAR and minimum CAR in the average based on good news and bad news of each 

announcement types again. The result is showed on positive good news of quarterly 

earnings announcement, positive bad news of quarterly earnings announcement, 

positive good news of quarterly earnings announcement, to compare with the original 

result to find out there is any different or not. 
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3.8 Industry Effect 

 There are many industries in SET, which each of them has a different 

business nature so the investor should react differently in each industries earning 

announcement. Based on daily common stock return table from SET Smart data based, 

it already has industry ID stated on each common stock symbol. Therefore I use it as 

the criteria to classify each industry of common stock from Study Event table. There 

are 8 major industries, which are (1) agriculture, (2) consumption, (3) financial, (4) 

industry, (5) property & construction, (6) resource, (7) services, and (8) technology. I 

use those industries as the based to find the number of day to reach the peak and 

bottom of CAR for each earning announcement types. So I can compare which 

industry is the fastest industry to reach peak or bottom of CAR in the average.  

 

 

3.9 The Investor Category Trading on Peak or Bottom Date 

To assess the impact on returns of investor category trading, I calculate an 

indicator variable like that of Barber and Odean (2002). Our daily buy–sell imbalance 

(BSI) indicator is computed for each investor category for each stock with Equation  

)(

)(

jitjit

jitjit

jit SP

SP
BSI




  

Where  

pjit (Sjit) is the number of shares of stock i purchased (sold) on day t by 

investor category j.  

This transformation results in a variable that varies between -1 and 1, 

which indicating the direction of category trading while eliminating the confounding 

effects of different trading volumes. 

I merge the BSI back in to the event table to find out the effect of different 

trading volumes of peak or bottom date after each earning announcement event.   
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To study the trend of the investor trading, I also need to find the 

cumulative daily buy-sell imbalance (BSI) indicator with equation below 

2

1

2,1

t

t

jitBSICBSI tt


 

Where 

 BSI is the percentage of imbalance of stock i on day t by investor  

category j.  

CBSI t1, t2 is the cumulative percentage of imbalance for each investor 

category between day t1 and day t2 period 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING 

 

 

4.1 The Number of Day To Reach CAR Peak And Bottom For Event 

Based on the metrology that classified the earning announcement into 2 

types, which are quarterly and annually. The studying is on the number of day that 

CAR, will reach peak or bottom based on good or bad news respectively. 

 

Table 4.1 Peak – Bottom result  

Event type Peak / Good News Bottom / Bad News 

Announcement type Quarterly Annually Quarterly Annually 

No of sample event 2,714 616 2,459 506 

No. of  days (Average) 23*** 59*** 18*** 41*** 

CAR (%) 12.75*** 21.81*** -11.76*** -16.73*** 

SD of no. of days (%) 16.41 37.46 15.29 34.00 

SD of CAR (%) 23.07 35.5 16.17 17.74 

Max CAR of event (%) 322.98 351.41 0.00 0.00 

Min CAR of event (%) 0.00 0.00 -150.07 -150.07 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% of interval level. 

 

4.1.1 Peak result  

Refer to the peak – bottom result table, it is clearly that after quarter 

earnings announcement spend 23 days in the average to reach the highest CAR at 

12.75% in the average, which faster than annually earnings announcement that spend 

59 days in the average to reach the highest CAR at 21.81% in the average. 

For the standard deviation or SD of number of day to reach peak of CAR, 

we can see quite clearly that the SD of quarterly earnings announcement is smaller 
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than annually earnings announcement. So the number of day to reach peak would not 

be deviate much from the average. 

From the total sample good news event of quarterly and annually earnings 

announcement, are 2714 and 616 events respectively. There is only one of each event 

type, which has the highest CAR at 322.98% and 351.41% for quarterly and annually 

earnings announcement respectively. While the minimum CAR of each event types is 

0.00% (zero) due to the assumption of the study, which setting the first day of CAR 

calculation on -1 of the event study date, and there is no sharply decreasing in ab- 

normal return in the average during the post event period.  

 

4.1.2 Bottom result 

Refer to the peak – bottom result table, it is clearly that after quarter 

earnings announcement spend 18 days in the average to reach the lowest CAR at -

11.76% in the average, which faster than annually earnings announcement that spend 

41 days in the average to reach the highest CAR at -16.73% in the average. 

For the standard deviation or SD of number of day to reach bottom of 

CAR, we can see quite clearly that the SD of quarterly earnings announcement is 

smaller than annually earnings announcement. So the number of day to reach bottom 

would not be deviate much from the average. 

From the total sample of bad news event of quarterly and annually 

earnings announcement, are 2459 and 506 events respectively. There is only one 

event, which has the CAR at -150.07%, which is the same event for quarterly and 

annually earnings announcement. Due to this study event is in the 4 quarter which is 

the same window period of 2 type of studying. While the maximum CAR of each 

event types is 0.00% (zero) due to the assumption of the study, which setting the first 

day of CAR calculation on -1 of the event study date, and there is no sharply 

increasing in ab-normal return in the average during the post event period.  
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4.2 Different Test on Good and Bad Event 

To test that LS-mean of good event and LS-mean of bad event is different. 

If the test is significant, it means there is different between both LS- mean. 

 

Table 4.2 Different test result 

Type of 

announcement 

No. of 

observation 

T-Value Prop. 

Annually 1122 -7.95*** <0.0001 

Quarterly 5173 -9.90*** <0.0001 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% of confident interval level. 

 Base on null hypothesis, which LS-mean of both news events has no 

different. As the result from the table, we can see clearly that at 99% significant the 

LS-mean of both news events are different to each other. 

 

 

4.3 Simple Liner Regression 

Refer to peak-bottom result table; it represents the number of day to reach 

the peak or bottom of CAR after earning announcement. I would like to test that does 

the number of day to reach the peak or bottom of CAR have the liner relationship or 

not? 

The model of the regression is  

  iiiii
eRNMCAR  )(   

Where 

  MCAR𝒊 is max/min cumulative ab-normal return of event no. i 

  RN𝒊 is Running no. of days of event no. i 

  e𝒊 is the error term of the sample  
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Table 4.3 Simple liner regression result 

Type of 

Announce

ment 

Type of 

news 

event 

No. of 

observation 
β𝒊 

R
2

 / 

R
2

 Adj 

T-Value F-Test 

Annually 

Good 616 0.0034 
12.79% / 

12.65% 
9.49*** <0.0001 

Bad 506 -0.0024 
20.89%/ 

20.73% 
-11.54*** <0.0001 

Quarterly 

Good 2714 0.0044 
9.78%/ 

9.75% 
17.15*** <0.0001 

Bad 2459 -0.0049 
21.03%/ 

21.00% 
-25.58*** <0.0001 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% of confident interval level. 

 

4.3.1 The annually earning announcement 

 Good news event, based on analysis of variation F-test probability is below 

than 0.001, which represent that the simple model is fitted for the population. R
2
 

adjusted is 12.65% or the running no. of days of event no. i can explain maximum 

cumulative ab-normal return of event no. i for 12.65%. T-value test of beta of the 

running no. of days of event no. i is also significant at 99% of confident interval level. 

So if the running no. of days of event is increased by 1 day, maximum cumulative ab-

normal return of event no. i would be increased by 0.0034 in the average while other 

variables are constant.  

Bad news event, based on analysis of variation F-test probability is below 

than 0.001, which represent that the simple model is fitted for the population. R
2
 

adjusted is 20.73% or the running no. of days of event no. i can explain minimum 

cumulative ab-normal return of event no. i for 20.73% T-value test of beta of the 

running no. of days of event no. i is also significant at 99% of confident interval level. 

So if the running no. of days of event is increased by 1 day, minimum cumulative ab-

normal return of event no. i would be decreased by 0.0024 in the average while other 

variables are constant.  
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4.3.2 The quarterly earnings announcement 

 Good news event, based on analysis of variation F-test probability is below 

than 0.001, which represent that the simple model is fitted for the population. R
2
 

adjusted is 9.75% or the running no. of days of event no. i can explain maximum 

cumulative ab-normal return of event no. i for 9.75%. T-value test of beta of the 

running no. of days of event no. i is also significant at 99% of confident interval level. 

So if the running no. of days of event is increased by 1 day, maximum cumulative ab-

normal return of event no. i would be increased by 0.0044 in the average while other 

variables are constant.  

Bad news event, based on analysis of variation F-test probability is below 

than 0.001, which represent that the simple model is fitted for the population. R
2
 

adjusted is 21.00% or the running no. of days of event no. i can explain minimum 

cumulative ab-normal return of event no. i for 21.00% T-value test of beta of the 

running no. of days of event no. i is also significant at 99% of confident interval level. 

So if the running no. of days of event is increased by 1 day, minimum cumulative ab-

normal return of event no. i would be decreased by 0.0049 in the average while other 

variables are constant. 

 

 

4.4 The Trend of Stock’s rate of Return during Pre-event Period 

 Based on the methodology, this result is classified by the trend of the rate 

of return of each common stock in SET during the pre-event period, which classified 

into 2 types. They are “positive” and “negative”. 
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Table 4.4 Positive pre-event trend  

Event type Peak / Good News Bottom / Bad News 

Announcement type Quarterly Annually Quarterly Annually 

No of sample event 1,486 358 1,005 506 

No. of  days  23*** 59*** 18*** 41*** 

No. of  days - Positive 23*** 57*** 18*** 40*** 

CAR (%) 12.75*** 21.81*** -11.76*** -16.73*** 

CAR – Positive (%)  12.78*** 21.43*** -10.53*** -16.57*** 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% of confident interval level. 

Refer to positive pre-event trend table above, if we compare the number of 

day to reach peak or bottom and CAR from the peak-bottom result table with the data 

that filler with positive pre-event trend, we will found that the outcome number is very 

close to each other. Even there is slightly different result of number of day to reach 

peak or bottom in annually earning announcement type for good news and bad news 

event. However, it seem to be no significant different between each data. 

 

Table 4.5 Negative pre-event trend  

Event type Peak / Good News Bottom / Bad News 

Announcement type Quarterly Annually Quarterly Annually 

No of sample event 1,231 259 1,454 357 

No. of  days  23*** 59*** 18*** 41*** 

No. of  days - Negative 13*** 46*** 19*** 45*** 

CAR (%) 12.75*** 21.81*** -11.76*** -16.73*** 

CAR – Negative (%)  12.80*** 23.32*** -12.61*** -13.09*** 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% confident interval level. 

Refer to negative pre-event trend table above, for bad news event, if we 

compare the number of day to reach bottom and CAR from the peak-bottom result 

table with the data that filler with negative pre-event trend, we will found that the 

number also close to each other. 

For good news event, the result show that if the stock has negative trend 

during the pre-event period, after the good news of earning announcement hit the 
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market, the stock likely to reach peak faster. As the table shows that the number of 

days after filler with negative pre-event trend is 13 days which less than the number 

from peak-bottom table at 23 days for quarterly announcement. For annually 

announcement, is also reach peak faster too, which spend less than 13 days comparing 

with the data from peek-bottom table. However, for CAR the result outcome number 

also close to the peek-bottom table, and does not show any significant different.  

 

 

4.5 The Different in Industry Effect 

 Due to each industry has a different nature of its business, so the number 

of day to reach peak or bottom should be different.  

 

Table 4.6 the different in industry effect good news of annually earnings 

announcement 

Name is the industry name while other is un-classified industry. CAR mean represents 

the average maximum CAR of event i. Max represent the highest value of CAR from 

all observation event. As the table result, the total observation is 618 events. 

Name No. of 

observation 

No. of  days  

(CAR) 

CAR 

Mean 

Max SD 

OTHER 7 89*** 34.76%*** 95.63% 0.3255 

AGRO 46 65*** 18.93%*** 169.93% 0.2631 

CONSUMP 35 63*** 22.36%*** 227.01% 0.3953 

FINCIAL 142 59*** 15.33%*** 98.56% 0.1662 

INDUS 44 59*** 33.15%*** 351.41% 0.6046 

PROPCON 138 57*** 28.34%*** 252.81% 0.4821 

RESOURC 38 55*** 18.52%*** 146.76% 0.2412 

SERVICE 87 51*** 18.70%*** 161.51% 0.2310 

TECH 81 62*** 24.01%*** 240.19% 0.4039 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% confident interval level. 
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Based on table result, the fastest industry to reach peak is service. It spends 

only 51 days in the average after good news of annually earnings announcement, to 

reach peak of CAR of 18.70% in the average. The slowest industries are financial and 

Industry. They spends 59 day in the average after good news of annually earnings 

announcement, to reach peak of CAR of 15.33% and 33.15% in the average 

respectively. Anyway, in the overall result there is no any significant different for each 

industry 

 The service industry normally, has low capitalization comparing with other 

industry, which also lead to small trading volume per day or less active. So it would 

reach the peak faster than other industries. The slowest industries are financial and 

Industry due to both industries has a quite strong fundamental and also has high 

trading volume per day or more active. 

 

Table 4.7 the different in industry affect bad news of annually earnings 

announcement 

Name is the industry name while other is un-classified industry. CAR mean represents 

the average maximum CAR of event i. Max represent the highest value of CAR from 

all observation event. As the table result, the total observation is 586 events. 

Name No. of 

observation 

No. of  days  

(CAR) 

CAR 

Mean 

Max SD 

OTHER 7 39*** -26.16%*** -54.85% 0.1705 

AGRO 53 42*** -16.86%*** -70.69% 0.1709 

CONSUMP 26 49*** -14.41%*** -67.43% 0.1679 

FINCIAL 94 45*** -21.41%*** -150.07% 0.2377 

INDUS 38 33*** -12.21%*** -70.34% 0.1311 

PROPCON 135 36*** -15.19%*** -74.90% 0.1516 

RESOURC 26 42*** -20.64%*** -87.87% 0.2331 

SERVICE 147 48*** -7.13%*** -81.07% 0.1354 

TECH 60 45*** -15.08%*** -48.44% 0.1251 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% confident interval level. 
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 Based on table result, the fastest industries to bottom are industry, it spend 

only 33 days in the average after bad news of annually earnings announcement,   to 

reach bottom of CAR of -12.21% in the average. The slowest industry is consumption. 

It spends 49 day in the average after bad news of annually earnings announcement,   to 

reach bottom of CAR of -14.41% in the average.  

 The industry normally, has quite good fundamental even it was hit by the 

bad news, the mostly investor will buy it when it undervalue anyway. For 

consumption product industry with is spend the longest day to reach bottom, but the 

minimum CAR in the average is not significant different from other industries. So I 

think because the smaller trading volume per day that will case the under reaction after 

the news. 

 

Table 4.8 the different in industry effect good news of quarterly earnings 

announcement 

Name is the industry name while other is un-classified industry. CAR mean represents 

the average maximum CAR of event i. Max represent the highest value of CAR from 

all observation event. As the table result, the total observation is 2,721 events. 

Name No. of 

observation 

No. of  days  

(CAR) 

CAR 

Mean 

Max SD 

OTHER 44 24*** 18.78%*** 168.21% 0.2660 

AGRO 240 20*** 10.54%*** 208.72% 0.1823 

CONSUMP 145 21*** 8.16%*** 71.12% 0.1038 

FINCIAL 590 26*** 11.47%*** 105.34% 0.1275 

INDUS 211 21*** 15.16%*** 322.99% 0.3732 

PROPCON 637 23*** 16.25%*** 250.53% 0.3161 

RESOURC 157 23*** 11.36%*** 159.34% 0.1924 

SERVICE 382 22*** 10.73%*** 174.85% 0.1321 

TECH 315 22*** 13.19%*** 233.13% 0.2579 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% confident interval level. 
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 Based on table result, the fastest industry to reach peak is agriculture. It 

spends only 20 days in the average after good news of quarterly earnings 

announcement,   to reach peak of CAR of 10.54% in the average. The slowest industry 

is financial. It spends 26 day in the average after good news of quarterly earnings 

announcement, to reach peak of CAR of 11.47% in the average. Anyway, in the 

overall result there is no any significant different for each industry. 

 The agriculture industry normally, also has low capitalization comparing 

with other industry, which also lead to small trading volume per day or less active. So 

it would reach the peak faster than other industries. The slowest industries are 

financial industries has a quite strong fundamental and also has high trading volume 

per day or more active. 

 

Table 4.9 the different in industry affect bad news of quarterly earnings 

announcement 

Name is the industry name while other is un-classified industry. CAR mean represents 

the average maximum CAR of event i. Max represent the highest value of CAR from 

all observation event. As the table result, the total observation is 2,459 events. 

Name No. of 

observation 

No. of  days  

(CAR) 

CAR 

Mean 

Max SD 

OTHER 56 20*** -20.20%*** -130.32% 0.2599 

AGRO 276 18*** -9.10%*** -106.78% 0.1289 

CONSUMP 138 18*** -7.66%*** -87.37% 0.1018 

FINCIAL 499 19*** -12.89%*** -150.08% 0.1848 

INDUS 197 17*** -10.08%*** -86.06% 0.1388 

PROPCON 579 18*** -12.76%*** -138.17% 0.1692 

RESOURC 122 17*** -10.81%*** -94.70% 0.1470 

SERVICE 301 20*** -12.57%*** -110.13% 0.1641 

TECH 291 19*** -11.39%*** -81.71% 0.1376 

Remark: *** represents that the data is significant at 99% confident interval level. 
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 Based on table result, the fastest industries to bottom are industry and 

resource. They spend only 17 days in the average after bad news of quarterly earnings 

announcement,   to reach bottom of CAR of -10.08% and -10.81% in the average 

respectively. The slowest industry is service. It spends 20 day in the average after bad 

news of quarterly earnings announcement,   to reach bottom of CAR of -12.57% in the 

average. Anyway, in the overall result there is no any significant different for each 

industry. 

 The industry normally, has quite good fundamental even it was hit by the 

bad news, the mostly investor will buy it when it undervalue anyway. For the longest 

day to reach bottom is service industry normally, which has low capitalization 

comparing with other industry, which also lead to small trading volume per day or less 

active. 

 

 

4.6 The Investor Trading Imbalance  

 To find out the significant different trading for each investor type during 

the study period, I have conducted the figure to study the trend of each investor 

behavior, based on the cumulative imbalance of each investor type.  

The figure will represent in the percentage of each investor type, when the 

number is positive, it represents that investor type has a significant buying. So the 

number is negative, it represents that investor type has a significant selling. CVM is 

represented the institution investor. CVP is represented the company investor. CVF is 

represented the foreign investor. CVC is represented the detail customer investor. 

While number of day represent the event day from -1 to peak day result from table 1. 
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Figure 4.1 Imbalance of investor type after the good news of annually 

announcement  

 

The figure will represent in the percentage of each investor type, when the 

number is positive, it represents that investor type has a significant buying. So the 

number is negative, it represents that investor type has a significant selling. CVM is 

represented the institution investor. CVP is represented the company investor. CVF is 

represented the foreign investor. CVC is represented the detail customer investor. 

While number of day represent the event day from -1 to peak day result from table 1. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Imbalance of investor type after the bad news of annually 

announcement  
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The figure will represent in the percentage of each investor type, when the 

number is positive, it represents that investor type has a significant buying. So the 

number is negative, it represents that investor type has a significant selling. CVM is 

represented the institution investor. CVP is represented the company investor. CVF is 

represented the foreign investor. CVC is represented the detail customer investor. 

While number of day represent the event day from -1 to peak day result from table 1. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Imbalance of investor type after the good news of quarterly 

announcement  

 

The figure will represent in the percentage of each investor type, when the 

number is positive, it represents that investor type has a significant buying. So the 

number is negative, it represents that investor type has a significant selling. CVM is 

represented the institution investor. CVP is represented the company investor. CVF is 

represented the foreign investor. CVC is represented the detail customer investor. 

While number of day represent the event day from -1 to bottom day result from table 

1. 
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Figure 4.4 Imbalance of investor type after the bad news of quarterly 

announcement  

 

 Based on the figure 1 – 4, all of figures have very similar trend. We can 

see the trend clearly that the institution investor has a very high selling trend after the 

earning announcement for 5 days in the average. The shape of graph also is very 

sharply dropped after 5 days, while company and foreign investor constant increase 

selling after the earning announcement. The only one buying investor is detail 

customer investor.  

 From the result we can see clearly that institution, company, and foreign 

investor are selling after the event, due to the earning announcement is the great 

opportunity to make a return, and most of them also have a lot of information 

(including inside information) about the announcement and may predict the result of 

the announcement in the advance. So they may buy the stock in advance and selling 

them after the period while the retail customer does not know and make inefficient 

decision on their investment after the announcement.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSOION & RECOMMENDATION 

 

 

 This study investigates whether analyst the number of day to reach peak or 

bottom of average CAR after the earning announcement. As the result, I found that 

bad news event spend less number of days to reach peak or bottom in the average for 

both announcement type. The number of days result from quarterly earnings 

announcement type is also spend less time than annually earning announcement 

whether the news is good or bad. However the amount of highest CAR or lowest CAR 

of annually earning announcement also is much greater than quarterly earnings 

announcement.  So for investment planning, if we expect the good news would be 

announced, we should hold for a month for quarterly announcement, and 2 months for 

annually announcement. We also can use the average CAR of peak or bottom from the 

study to be the benchmark to plan the investment strategy for selling or buying the 

stock. 

 The study of stock return trend during the pre-event told that if the stock 

return trend before the earning announcement was negative and we could expect that 

the company will have a good earnings announcement, the study result shows that it 

will spend much less days to reach a peak of CAR. So we should adjust our 

investment plan to selling the stock within 2 or 3 weeks after quarterly earnings 

announcement and 9 – 10 weeks for annually earning announcement.  

 Based on further study in each industry, in the good news event, we also 

found that service, and resource industry would reach the peak of CAR faster than 

others after the annually announcement. In other hand, for quarterly announcement, 

there would be consumption or industry product.  For the bad news event, the industry 

product also reach bottom faster than others after the annually announcement, while 

for the quarterly announcement, is also the industry product or resource. So we can use 

result to be a sign of peak or bottom to forecast that other industry would be reach the 

peak or the bottom soon then adjust the portfolio to earning the appropriate profit.   
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 Based on the study result in the daily trading imbalance at the peak or 

bottom date, we could see that the institution investor would have a very high selling 

volume, while the buying demand is come from only retail customer. Due to the 

earning announcement is the great opportunity to make a return, and most of them also 

have a lot of information (including inside information) about the announcement and 

may predict the result of the announcement in the advance. So they may buy the stock 

in advance and selling them after the period while the retail customer does not know 

and make inefficient decision on their investment after the announcement. Anyway, it 

still need more study to find out the rational of this result, so we can refer it as the 

signal or benchmark for investment plan. 

 However, the major limitation of this study is focused on only the earning 

announcement news while in the realistic there may be other news i.e. economy, 

political, global news, etc. that hit the market or stock at the same period. So I still 

recommend using other information for analyst and preparing your investment plan.    
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